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~ ARE BEGINNING to see a general reaction in Western civilization

to two culture-shaking ideas developed within the past century. The first is
that man evolved from lower forms of life, and that that evolution required
millions of years. The second is that the liniverse includes billions of suns
billions of miles apart, and that among them there are, in all likelihood, many
planets supporting life similar or superior to our own. The contrast with old
orthodox ide,as need not be stressed, but apparently the mass deflation of the
human ego involved in such an intellectual revolution can lead to both bewilderment and insecurity. It may even be argued that this change of outlook has
quite as much to do with the daily reiteration of the theme of doubt and
uncertainty as, has the presence of atom
bombs in the world. Mer all, humanitythroughout its career has lived continResearch and
uously with the threat of conquest, slavery
and annihilation. Its periods of peace are
Adoration
remembered fondly and longingly.
Now it is,generally agreed that those
JAY C. KNODE
who best express the mood of a civilization
are its artists. And if this be true, the startling unanimity of expression they have now
achieved should Iecwe no doubt as to the contemporary outlook. Modern art
makes a fetish of idiosyncrasy, vagary-eonfusion. Modern music is full of
dissonance, displacement-eonfusion. Modern writing wallows in absurdity,
perversion, frustration-eonfusion. This is not the way of great art. There
one will find design, sanity, power, humaneness and a sense of values. Pursuit
of these qualities is not absent in the modern intellectual world, but I find it
appears most impressively in an unexpected place-among scientists. Science,
basically, is not concerned with human values, but it is evident that scientists
are becoming increasingly so.
Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian poet, once wrote: uLeisure' and space
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are the most precious gifts for us; for we are creators. Our real freedom is in
the world ofour own creation, where our mind can work unhindered and our
soul finds its throne from which to govern its dominion." Perhaps a meeting
ground between poet and scientist is now dimly discernible. Perhaps in the
course of scientific research during the past half-century-through the
Plancks, the Einsteins, the Bohrs and the Heisenbergs, through interpreters
like Jeans and Sherrington and Eddington, through philosophers like Bergson and Whitehead-in, the kind of creative scientific thought where "leisure
,and space are the most precious gifts," there have been developments with
affinity for some of man's ancient insights.
An American scientist, Loren Eiseley, has recently put together a series of
lectures with a poetic title, "The Firmament of Time." The first sentence
reads: "Man is a~ heart a romantic." (Not the usu'al kind of scientific beginningl) The author vividly traces aspects of the "progress" of science, "though,"
he admits, "it often opens vaster mysteries to our gaze." In the Middle Ages,
heaven and hell were close to earth. God sat upon His throne watching over
all men, and Satan strode to and fro plotting their destruction; Good and Evil
strove for the possession of the human soul.

/

Then SQmeone found a shell embedded in rock on a mountain top; someone saw the birth of a new star in the inviolable Empyrean heavens, someone watched
a little patch of soil carried by a stream Yoto the valley. Another saw a forest buried
under ancient clays and wondered. Some heretical idler observed a fish in stone.
All these things had doubtless been seen many times before, but human interests
were changing. The great voyages that were to open up the physical world had
begun. The first telescope was trained upon a star. The first crude microscope was
tu.t;ned upon a drop of ditch water. Because of these small buried events, a world
would eventually die, only to be replaced by another-the world in which we now
exist.

Eiseley's, story of this great transition ends with a description of the
author's descent of a mountain road into a desert, whence, as he envisioned it,
life had gone up those slopes from lowly bush to towering pine, from venomous scorpion "to the deer nuzzling a fawn in the meadows far above."
"1 too am a many-visaged thing," he concludes, "that has climbed upward
out of the dark of endless leaf falls, and has slunk, furred, through the glitter
of blue glacial nights.... It is when one sees in this manner, or a sense of
strangeness halts one on a busy street to verify:the appearance of one's fellows,
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that one knows a terrible new sense has opened a faint crack into the Absolute." This is language that many an ancient Indian might well have comprehended.
An English scientist, Sir Julian Huxley, has written and lectured for a
good many years on human values and problems under such tides as Scientific Humanism, Evolutionary Ethics, and Religion without Revelation. He
also wrote the introduction for the English edition of that remarkable book,
The Phenomenon of Man, by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. And it was the
same English scientist who could compose this summary.
From the point of view of the stellar universe, whose size and meaningless
spaces baffle comprehension and belief, man may appear a mere nothing, and all his
efforts destined to disappear like the web of a spider brushed down from the corner
, of a litde room in the basement of a palace; but meanwhile he is engaged upon a
task which is the most valuable of any known, the most valuable which by him can
be imagined, the task of imposing mind and spirit upon matter and outer force.
This he does by confronting the chaos of outer happenings with his intellect, and
generating ordered knowledge; with his aesthetic sense, and generating beauty; with
his purpose, and generating control of nature; with his ethical sense and his sense
of humour, and generating character; with his reverence, and generating religion.

I

The Frenchman, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, was to the end of his life a
member of a religious order. He was also a paleontologist of high rank, but one
to whom synthesis was as important as research. Like most modern scientific
thinkers, he is concerned in his writing with the world and all phenomena as
process. He lays the groundwork for the appearance of man on earth in the
physics and chemistry of the universe, and agrees with the point of view that
the natural formation of protoplasm from inorganic matter on this planet has
long since ceased. But evolution goes on. He thinks of life as a great spiral
"thrusting up, irreversibly, in relays, following the master-line"; and in human
evolution he finds Homo sapiens not direcdy descended from Pithecanthropus
and Sinanthropus, but, after his own embryogenesis, "driven by climate or the
resdessness ot his soul, sweeping over the Neanderthaloids." Thus still "following the master-line," replacement rather than continuity seems to be nature's
way among her great phyla; "the law of succession again dominates history."
Moreover, this law carries over into that new phase of evolution found in
man-the psychic. Special significance, then, may be attached to the entrance
. of Western civilization-in which science was born-upon the world's stage,
RESEARCH AND ADORAnON
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dominating the civilizations of India and China. (The almost frantic efforts
of peoples over the globe to formulate their own hopes in Western terms presently testify to that dominance.) And the author's regard for science may be
inferred from one of his eloquent references to it: "Immense and prolonged as
the universal groping has been since the beginning, manJ possible combinations have been ablet<? slip through the fingers of chance and have had to await
m~'s calculated m~asures in order to appear.... The dream which human
research obscurely fosters is fundamentally that of mastering, beyond all
atomic or molecular affinities, the ultimate energy of which all other energies
are merely servants; and thus, by grasping the very mainspring of evolution,
seizing the tiller of the world." Then he continues with a startling remark: "I
salute those who have the courage to admit that their hopes extend that far;
t4ey are at the pinnacle of mankind; and I would say to them that there is less
difference than people think between research and adoration."
Scientists, in reconstructing the past, are forced to employ extrapolation.
Its use in brief forecasts is also legitimate, but in dealing with the far future
this or any other method is regarded skeptically. Pierre Teilhard, however, by
the use of analogy, by close reasoning, and by marshaling known facts of
present and past comes forward with a grand pattern of things to come that
will give respectful pause even to the scientifically minded. Key words and
phrases in the approach are: Fundamental unity of cosmic stuff ("The least·
molecule is ... a function of the whole sidereal process"), concrescence, emergence, consciousness, reflection, hominisation, knowledge, love. In terms of a
millicm years of life for mankind on earth (James Jeans, I believe, regarded
this as a conservative estimate), the human mind will reach capacities beyond
our imagination. Teilhard conceives of such mind as a layer or film covering
the earth as our present.explosion of population will cover it with human life.
He calls it the "noosphere." He plays with the idea of a galactic noosphere, but
. rejects it as too fantastic! Little did he realize that only twelve years after he
had finished The Phenomenon of Man we should have listening posts set up
trying to catch whispers from intelligent beings far across galactic space!
Teilhard's church would not permit him to publish his major works, yet
he remained faithful to the end of his life. He makes a "gallant attempt,"
/ as Huxley puts it, to reconcile the supernatural elements of orthodoxy with
his scientific arguments, but that attempt is not the significant part of his
thesis. Much more seminal for religion is his declaration:
294
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We are often inclined to think iliat we have exhausted the variollS-o natural
forms of love with a man's love for his ~fe, his children, his friends and to a certain
extent for his country. Yet precisely the most fundamental form of passion is missing
from this list, the one which, under the pressure of an involuting universe, precipitates the elements one upon the other in the Whole-cosmic affinity and hence .
cosmic direction. A universal love is not only psychologically possible; it is the only
complete and final way in which we are able to love.

In an interview granted a short time before his death, Boris Pasternak. is
reported to have called himself a "seeker." It seems unlikely that ·he was aligning himself with a sect; he probably never heard of Bartholomew Legate, last
Londoner to die at the stake for heresy, and a "Seeker." And he could easily
have been ignorant of Roger Williams' use of the term as marking the independent in religion. Lik~ Williams, however, he had experience with more
than one kind of orthodoxy, including Communism, and found complete
satisfaction in none. Pierre TeiIhard was also a seeker, and was likewise
rejected by a dominant group.
What were these men seeking? Do not all good people strive for more
grace, greater understanding, profounder peace? The average individual goes
to his ecclesiastical mentor to find reassurance in his faith. And the answers he
gets from such an "authority" are accepted as final. But some questionersand there must be millions of them-while acknowledging the complete
validity o~ the religious attitude, find that attitude wrapped around mental
images and "doctrines" centuries old whose finality their own knowledge and
sense of logic must reject. And they go on questing.
It is trite to say that a social group is stabilized by its conservers and followers; they are its framework. These conservers, however, can develop hyperprotective attitudes not only toward their own genuine beliefs, but also toward
vested institutional interests that grow up around vital ideas. Thus stability
in the midst of evolution can deteriorate into rigidity. Then along COmes
"replacement."
Contemporary seventy-year-olds delight in telling of the changes in the,
American scene in a single lifetime, and of adaptations to them. "Sacred" ideas
change much more slowly, but they arc modified: Today the horizons of the
universe are widening so fast that this modification cannot escape acceleration.
In the process we need guIdance. It may well be found among present-day
scholarly seekers, men of deep reverence toward life and mind and their
RESEARCH AND ADORAnON
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source in the universe, but men who are just as sensitive to "intellectual immorality"-another incisive Huxley phrase-as to social immorality. Our
ultimate "salvation" may depend upon how earnestly we heed them.
Earlier we quoted one of the great poets of the East. Let us close with a
bit of poetry from the West, written recently, this time by an American social
scientist, Waldo Frank.:
... I stand at dawn before a slender tree. White clouds, swift as the piping
birds, run in a mauve sky. The air is coolon my skin. The tree, its branches com·
posed in aspirance and its young leaves viridescent, hyphens sky with earth. I sense
beauty. If now God is within this self is conscious in me, I know that this beauty I
feel is the signature of union within my self or sdf and cosmos. I sense it through its
evidence before me-partial, of course, like what I see of a bird in Bight in a far
sky, but sufficient for recognition. The cosmic in sdf now is dominant over the
other dimensions.
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